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1. Foundations



1.1 Why history? (1): Personal background

What words, images, conceptions, narratives, ideas do you associate with the 
language teaching past, compared with now?

How have you acquired these words, images, conceptions, narratives, ideas?

How do these words, images, conceptions, narratives, ideas influence your current 
thinking and/or practice? 







'Harold E. Palmer, IRLT and "historical sense" in ELT', by Richard Smith (2013). IRLT 
Journal 12: 1-8 (Journal of the Institute for Research in Language Teaching, Tokyo: 
Special issue to celebrate the Institute's 90th anniversary).

'An investigation into the roots of ELT, with a particular focus on the career and legacy 
of Harold E. Palmer (1877–1949)’, by Richard Smith - PhD thesis, University of 
Edinburgh.

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/people/smith/smith_r/harold_e__palmer_irlt_and_historical_sense_in_elt.pdf
https://era.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/6750
https://era.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/6750


1.2 Why history? (2): Preliminary arguments
Stern (1983):
§ There is a ‘paucity of studies’ (p. 76), especially ‘in-depth studies […] of restricted 

scope’ (p. 83)
§ A historical approach ‘is needed if language teaching is not to fall victim to a 

succession of passing fashions’ (p. 517) 
§ ‘Through studying the history of language teaching we can gain perspective on 

present-day thought and trends and find directions for future growth’ (p. 76)
§ history of language pedagogy is one of the five source disciplines (along with the 

language sciences, the social sciences, psychology, and educational theory) ‘which 
are essential to the development of a satisfactory theory of language teaching’ (p. 
517). 



Bowen, Madsen and Hilferty (1985):

§ History broadens ‘the language teacher’s range of resources and enable[s] him [sic] to 
evaluate contemporary methodologies more knowledgeably and honestly’ (p. 3).

§ Historical perspective should be useful in avoiding blind adherence to the most recent 
language cult on the scene, as well as restrictive polarization’ (p. 4). 

§ History encourages ‘cumulative development in the profession’  (p. 5)
§ History as a means for evaluating the practical results of methods in specific historical 

circumstances (p. 5)



Maley (2001):
§ history as an antidote to the ‘danger that arrogance could arise from ignorance of our 

past’ (p. 5). 
§ ‘There is a sense in which we cannot know where we are going without an appreciation of 

where we have been’ (p. 5)
§ ‘the past offers us a rich source for generating new ideas [. . .] We can use it as a stimulus 

for our own present thinking’ (p. 6). 



Plus (in retrospect), the excitement of …

§ new research discoveries
§ engaging one’s imagination
§ sharing stories (don’t we all like stories?)
§ building a new field



1.3 Laying foundations (1): From Edinburgh to 
the Warwick ELT Archive
§ A History of English Language Teaching by A.P.R. Howatt. Published by Oxford 

University Press in 1984 / 2004 (2nd edition, with H.G. Widdowson).
§ 4 sets (22 volumes) of reissued works with Routledge, on the Reform Movement 

(2000, 5 volumes), 19th-century pioneers (2002), both sets co-edited by A.P.R. 
Howatt and Richard Smith; and on Pioneers of ELT (2003, 5 volumes) and 
Foundations of ELT (2005, 6 volumes), edited by Richard Smith.

§ The Warwick ELT Archive

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/research/collections/elt_archive/


1.4 Laying foundations (2): Establishing an ELT 
(UK) tradition
§ 'The origins of ELT Journal' (OUP website, 2007) & 'A brief history of ELT 

Journal' (ELT Journal 75/1: 4–13), by Richard Smith
§ 'The history of Teaching English as a Foreign Language, from a British and 

European perspective', by A.P.R. Howatt and Richard Smith (2014). Language and 
History 57/1: 75-95.

https://academic.oup.com/DocumentLibrary/ELTJ/The-origins-of-elt-journal.pdf
https://academic.oup.com/eltj/article/75/1/4/6070219
https://academic.oup.com/eltj/article/75/1/4/6070219
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1179/1759753614Z.00000000028?src=recsys
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1179/1759753614Z.00000000028?src=recsys


1.5 Laying foundations (3): HELT as part of 
HoLLT
§ Special issue of Language & History (57/1) on 'History of Modern Language 

Education in Europe', co-edited by Nicola McLelland and Richard Smith (2014).
§ Special issue of The Language Learning Journal (46/1) on 'Histories of language 

learning and teaching in Europe', co-edited by Richard Smith and Nicola McLelland
(2018).

§ The History of Language Learning and Teaching, 3 volumes (Vol. I: 16th-18th 
Century Europe Vol. II: 19th-20th Century Europe; Vol. III: Across Cultures), co-
edited by Nicola McLelland and Richard Smith (2018). Legenda (for the Modern 
Humanities Research Association).

§ HoLLTnet: AILA Research Network on History of Language Learning and Teaching 
(website)

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1179/1759753614Z.00000000030
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1179/1759753614Z.00000000030
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rllj20/46/1?nav=tocList
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rllj20/46/1?nav=tocList
http://www.mhra.org.uk/publications/P700
https://www.hollt.net/
https://www.hollt.net/


1.6 Laying foundations (4): HoLLT research as 
part of Applied Linguistics

§ 'Building "Applied Linguistic Historiography": Rationale, scope and methods', by 
Richard Smith (2016). Applied Linguistics 37/1: 71-87.

§ 'History of language teaching and applied linguistics' by Richard Smith (2021), in 
Coombe, C. & Mohebbi, H. (eds.) Research Questions in Language Education and 
Applied Linguistics: A Reference Guide. Springer, 743–747.

http://applij.oxfordjournals.org/content/37/1/71.full.pdf+html
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/people/smith/smith_r/smith2021_chapter_historyoflanguageteachingandap.pdf


2. A turning-point?



§ Achievements but some concerns, looking back

§ Some opportunities and needs, looking forward



3. What to build from here?



3.1 Building HELT 'in its own right' – attracting 
more interest

(but not just for celebration –– investigating limitations 
&  coloniality more? Subverting the ‘global’)



3.2 Mainstreaming history – towards
stronger arguments
Stern (1983):
In methodological introductions, ‘the historical antecedents are often no more than a 
backdrop to set off with bold strokes those aspects the writer wishes to emphasize, and 
the historical treatment is necessarily brief and often reveals a definite bias’ (p. 77)

Hunter and Smith (2011) discuss how ‘packaging up’ of methods consigns them to the 
‘dustbin of history’, enabling the establishment of new ideas

What does this kind of ahistoricity / ‘abuse’ of history justify/support, in more depth? 



Critical analysis of three core texts in TESOL teacher education, each of which is widely used and has 
gone through a number of editions:

§ Larsen-Freeman, D., & Anderson, M. (2013). Techniques and principles in language teaching (3rd ed.). Oxford 
University Press. 

§ Richards, J. C., & Rodgers, T. S. (2014). Approaches and methods in language teaching (3rd ed.). Cambridge 
University Press. 

§ Harmer, J. (2014). The practice of English language teaching (5th ed.). Pearson. 

For each of these, we are considering the extent to which the history of language teaching has a place at 
all and the nature of the view of history implied. 



Reproduction of ‘myths’: 

1. ‘Scientism’: reinforcement of …
- progressivism
- applicationism

2. ‘Coloniality’: reinforcement of …
- native speakerism / Anglocentrism
- universalism

These conspire to disempower [periphery] teachers, counteracting their autonomy and agency



3.3 Countering scientism and coloniality by placing 
history at the heart of AL and ELT 

Cf.

§ Keynote paper on 'The role of historiography in decentring ELT' by Richard 
Smith (2018). ELTAI National Seminar on 'English Language Education: 
Theory and Practice', University of Hyderabad, India.

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/people/smith/hele/final_-_the_role_of_historiography_in_decentring_elt.pdf




What grand narratives of scientism / coloniality might we find being countered via 
history? 
Stories of …

-- good practices in the past, handed down by teachers
-- teachers innovating appropriately in context
-- inappropriate impositions / failures of outside-in reform
-- teachers resisting inappropriate reform



3.4 Building History of Applied Linguistics 
(HoAL)

Viewed as history of theory–practice relationships, i.e. applied linguistics ‘avant
la lettre’, and of alternative conceptions, not just internally to post-1946 Anglo 
AL.

§ 'Harold E. Palmer's alternative "applied linguistics"' by Richard Smith 
(2011). Histoire–Epistémologie–Langage 33/1: 53-67.



3.5 Engaging in grounded histories (focusing 
on contexts and practice)

§ Policies and Practice in Language Learning and Teaching: 20th-Century 
Historical Perspectives co-edited by S. Doff and R. Smith (2022).

§ Innovation in Language Learning and Teaching: Historical Perspectives co-
edited by Richard Smith and Tim Giesler (in press). Benjamins

https://www.aup.nl/en/book/9789048552405/policies-and-practice-in-language-learning-and-teaching
https://www.aup.nl/en/book/9789048552405/policies-and-practice-in-language-learning-and-teaching
https://benjamins.com/catalog/aals.20


3.6 Focus on neglected voices

E.g. Women in ELT history

Women in the History of Language Learning and 
Teaching (forthcoming).  Amsterdam 
University Press.

Via oral history / neglected documents and 
other sources?



3.7 Histories of English Language Education 
(HELE) in different contexts
§ HELE in Japan -
'Lessons from the past: traditions and reforms’ by Richard Smith, with Imura
Motomichi (2004). 
§ HELE in Germany -
e.g. Klippel, Friederike. (1994) Englischlernen im 18. und 19. Jahrhundert: Die 
Geschichte der Lehrbücher und Unterrichtsmethoden. Münster: Nodus. 
§ HELE in India -
e.g. Language Policy and Education in India: Documents, Contexts and Debates, co-
edited by M. Sridhar and Sunita Mishra (2017). Routledge.
HELE-India research group

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/soc/al/research/collections/elt_archive/publications/j._lessons.pdf


3.8 Developing resources and activities for teacher 
education

E.g.
§ Online resources for ELT teacher educators (cf. Language Teaching: Learning from the 

Past for modern language teachers in the UK)
§ Using oral history interviews / engaging students in oral history interviews
etc.

* 28–30 June conference, Faro - Language teachers, methodologies and teacher 
training in historical perspective

https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/CLAS/Research/Modern-languages-research-groups/Learning-from-the-past/Language-Teaching-Learning-from-the-Past.aspx
https://www.nottingham.ac.uk/CLAS/Research/Modern-languages-research-groups/Learning-from-the-past/Language-Teaching-Learning-from-the-Past.aspx
https://www.hollt.net/uploads/7/3/1/6/7316005/programa_congresso_interassociac%CC%A7o%CC%83es_histo%CC%81ria_li%CC%81nguas_ualg_junho2023%5b34%5d.pdf
https://www.hollt.net/uploads/7/3/1/6/7316005/programa_congresso_interassociac%CC%A7o%CC%83es_histo%CC%81ria_li%CC%81nguas_ualg_junho2023%5b34%5d.pdf







